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IT’S TIME TO 
PLAY OUTSIDE! 

With the arrival of good weather, we like to spend more time away from 
home, and if it’s outside, even bettwe. Therefore, we present what your 

terrace, garden or balcony was waiting for. And of course, you too.
 

 Artisan Imperfection is the new SS20 collection from Kave Home, where 
craftsmanship is the star and is present in each of the imperfect pieces 
forming it, which are completely handmade of course! This season, the 

Kave Trends team, aware of sustainability, is committed to noble and eco 
materials, using artisan techniques to design them.
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Rodhe Ø100cm rug - 59€ 
Simja armchair - 329€
Simja side table 47x47cm - 179€
Nedra cushion cover 45x45cm - 19€
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SS20

Artisan
imperfection

NEW COLLECTION
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The good weather has come to stay 
and where better to start than away 
from home.

Artisan Imperfection is here to stay. 
The imperfect is valued because 
it is made with the hands and this 
ultimately makes it unique and 
teaches us that imperfections are 
beautiful. In this collection, quality, 
durability, sustainability and design 
make these pieces that are created 
in workshops using traditional 
techniques. We want to be part of 

your home, but responsibly and aware 
of what is really worth it. 

Discover the colour palette of Artisan 
Imperfection, where earth tones, such 
as terracotta, predominate. Mustards 
are in too and black is still on trend. 
Moreover, materials such as wood, 
leather, rope and the use of natural 
fibres are what we have chosen for 
the pieces that form this collection. 
We also use artisan and fully visible 
techniques such as braiding.

A shared sunset, enjoy  
the little things and 
moments that, if they  
are spent with yours,  
are much better,  
because that is what  
really matters.

NEW COLLECTION
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Lin chair - 289€ 
Lin 2-seater sofa - 499€

Marietou cushion cover - 9€
Jeanette coffee table - 289€

Nature State
LIVING ROOM

Bintou bowl - 29€ 

Calixta armchair - 269€ 

Nalu TV unit - 469€ 

Takashi mirror - 59€ Philana candle holder - 15€ 

Lin chair - 145€ 

Padia painting - 45€ 

Djene set of 4 coasters - 9€ 

Natural fibres love being at home, 
especially if it is yours! Therefore, the 
collections we create are designed so that 
you can enjoy them as the main pieces in 
your living room. With their casual design, 
this creates a relaxing atmosphere for 
this season, the one we like so much and 
that is surrounded by green. Enjoy nature 
without leaving home.
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Shared 
moments

DINING ROOM

Djene serving board - 19€ 
Beige Vreni dessert plate - 6€
Fer 16-piece cutlery set - 65€

Orie chair - 125€ Jeanette table - 596€ Salome wall panel - 125€ Azalea set of 2 individual  
place mats - 22€ 

Your dining room needs a table with 
a lot of personality. Discover the 
Jeanette collection and commit to new 
additions such as those made from 
solid mindi wood with a black finish, 
showing the streaks that make each 
table exclusive. The legs also have an 
original design of pieces made with the 
same type of wood and finish, placed 

one by one. The wood has the FLEGT 
certificate, so it is also eco-friendly as 
it comes from a responsible felling 
and sustainable forests. A unique and 
authentic piece like you.
 
You can decide whether the 
centrepiece of your living room crosses 
over to the dark side, to create a black 

lover’s atmosphere, or whether you let 
the wood appear as natural as life itself. 
You have different models and sizes 
to choose from, depending on what 
you need. And, becase we think of 
everything, you also have the matching 
side table and coffee table!

Avaline folding screen - 289€ 
Fantine chair - 159€
Sybil 160x230cm rug - 219€

+ sizes
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Takashi mirror - 59€ 
Shami armchair - 265€

Artisan techniques
and materials like wood,
leather, rope or a selection
of natural fi bers are
the soul of this collection.
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Maelina cushion cover - 22€ 

Djarra painting - 55€ 

Jeanette side table - 239€ 

Malika tray - 19€ 

Dreaming 
in black

BEDROOM

Shami armchair - 265€

Shami bench - 209€

The wood and rope team now also 
enters your bedroom. The Shami 
headboard has a solid natural acacia 
wood structure and the front is 
made with cotton rope, forming a 
hand-braided mural of straight lines.  

Open the doors to design with the 
Shami collection headboard, bedside 
table and bench. Ah! We also have 
your new best reading companion, 
the Shami designer armchair will 
match the rest of the collection.

Shami headboard - 299€
Shami bedside table - 195€

Takashi Ø150cm grey rug - 79€
Shianne ceiling lamp - 129€
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Rachell headboard - 355€
Rumer mirror - 65€

Marge towel rail - 69€

BEDROOM

A space for 
dreaming

Nalu bedside table - 165€ Shifra table lamp - 129€ Oriole planter - 139€ Maelina cushion cover - 22€ 

Leather enters your bedroom and 
you will love it! Whatever the style 
of your room, the Rachell headboard 
is perfect. In addition to giving a 
touch of character to your interiors 
with a renewed Mid-Century look, 
it is the perfect material to combine 
with wood and metal in a home that 

sets the trend. If you liked leather for 
your room, accompany the Rachell 
headboard with the Calixta collection 
for a perfect match. Throw yourself 
into the trend of the moment and 
show off pieces that will only add 
character and personality to your 
bedroom.

Calixta bench - 329€
Maelina 60x60cm cushion cover - 26€

Vreni cup - 4€
Calixta chair - 209€
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Welcome
Outdoors

NEW COLLECTION
S
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Let’s go outside! Sounds good, right?  
This will be your favourite phrase when 
you discover the new pieces in the outdoor 
collection. 
 
 The curves of the Branzie armchair are 
inspired by the waves of the sea, rocking  
a boat where you can rest, relax and share.  
A design that seeks to break geometry.

3-seater Branzie sofa 180cm - 949€
Branzie armchair - 519€

Berharnu 45x45cm cushion cover - 9€
Rodhe Ø100cm rug - 59€

Nedra pouf - 94€

NEW COLLECTION

-  19  -
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DESIGN 
IN HOUSE
CARLOS
GUIJARRO

The Sheryl collection came up with 
the idea of creating a selection of very 
organic and versatile pieces. A creation 
with designer Carlos Guijarro, where 
everything is designed to reflect your 
personality with an iconic design.

DESIGN IN HOUSE

Discover more in: KaveHome.com/Furniture

To create the structure of 
the pieces, manual joinery 
techniques have been used, 
such as wood steam bending. 
The seat, chair and stool are 
hand braided by combining 
round and flat rope, for a 
more uniform and stable tie. 

 A collection created for 
Kave people.

Sheryl chair - 169€ Sheryl table - 359€ Sheryl stool - 206€ Sheryl table - 319€ 

+ sizes + sizes + sizes

DESIGN IN HOUSE
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Lets eat 
outside

Outdoors Sheryl chair - 169€
Sheryl 90x90cm table - 319€

Operation uncover! 
Enjoy your meals outside this spring with 
the outdoor collection. A collection desig-
ned to reflect your personality with an ico-
nic design in your home. Prepare the cock-
tail you want and wear the spring colours 
of the chairs. 

The perfect recipe
Feel the spring with your fresh recipes 
made using seasonal produce. Share the 
good times with your friends and family  
and forget those hard days at work.  
It’s your time.

Discover more in: KaveHome.com/Outdoor

Naimi 2-plate set - 45€ Yukari table - 189€ Yukari chair - 149€ Wynne decorative bird - 15€ 

Samay 4-napkin set - 22€ 
Vreni dessert plate - 6€

Taburete Sheryl - 206€

+ sizes + sizes
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CRAZY
FAST

DELIVERY
Over 250,000 products in stock so you can receive  

your order in 48 hours. At Kave Home you will find a wide 
variety of quality furniture and décor with the latest trends 

to make your home unique.
Shop now at
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See you 
outside!

Yanet chair - 109€ 

Quinn chair - 69€ 

Tella Ø90cm table - 209€ 

Shanelle Ø120cm table - 399€ 

On the kitchen counter or in the terrace? 
You decide where to enjoy your aperitif  
this Sunday.

Add colour to your meals with the newest 
placemats and napkins. They will become  
your best partners in crime to boost life 
and personality into your space.

Nausica dessert plate - 6€
Crisps 16-piece cutlery set - 55€

Outdoors
Simja chair - 239€

Simja 160x94cm table - 729€
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Take care
of me 

Treatments

The Sterina collection products are the ones 
you were waiting for for care and maintenan-
ce. They are essential if you want your solid 
wood furniture or the fabrics in your home to 
continue looking like they did on the first day. 
We have created these products so that they 
are completely clean and protected, with an 
eco-friendly and anti-toxic maintenance. 

Sterina fabric cleaner - 12€ Sterina wood cleaner - 12€ Sterina fabric protector - 19€ Sterina wood protector - 19€ 

Easy to use

Extends 
product’s lifespan

100% Eco Safe

Anti-toxic product, 
thanks to its 100% 
water free formula

In just two steps

Maintains  
the color
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Around
the corner

Pascale chaise longue- 509€
Pascale side table 90x50cm - 189€
Pascale coffee table 90x90cm- 159€

Outdoors

Do you have a corner? 
Turn it into the coolest corner with 
a corner sofa. If you want to give 
a chill-out and casual touch to your 
terrace, we have many options for 
your corner sofa to be the top piece 
in any room. The Pescale sofa is what 
you were looking for, a piece that fits 
anywhere, plus the arm of the sofa  
can be placed on the left or right side.  
Up to you! Take a seat, the best is  
yet to come.

Viridis 4 armchairs and 2 tables set - 999€ 

Kawanti set  2 planters - 95€ 

Pascale sofa, chaise longue and side table set - 1.179€ 

Zalika 5-seater corner sofa and table set - 1.299€ Ekene cushion cover - 9€ 

Pascale 2-seater sofa 161 cm - 539€
Nedra cushion cover - 19€

Discover more in: KaveHome.com/Outdoor
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What will 
you choose?
It’s time to pick a sofa for your exterior!  
If you want chilled, casual or natural vibes  
for your terrace, here you’ll find the hottest  
sofas for this season. 

Berharnu cushion cover - 9€ 

Sumie sofa and 2 armchairs set - 619€ 

Nedra rounded pouf - 94€ 

Outdoors

Discover more in: KaveHome.com/Outdoor

2- seater Samanta sofa 133cm - 489€
Samanta armchair - 249€
Rodhe Ø100cm rug - 59€
Nedra 45x45cm cushion cover - 19€
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#InTheKaveOf
Chloé Sucrée

Keep reading in: KaveHome.com/MagazineEN

Serilda serving board - 19€ 
Naara bowl - 7€
Callhan set 2 bowls - 15€
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Girola 2-piece of salad servers - 29€ 
Small Yanila bowl - 36€
Aya serving board - 39€

1
2
3

1

3

2
Yanila kitchen utensil holder - 35€

Yanila kitchen spatula - 7€

Chloé Sucrée (@beingbiotiful) 
is the founder of the healthy 
eating blog, Being Biotiful, an 
entrepreneurial mum with 
thousands of followers on her 
networks who has revolutionised 
the world of healthy eating. 
One of her dreams was to be 
able to open a space where she 
could offer 100% seasonal and 
vegetarian meals. This is how 
Le Biotiful Pot was created, 
a beautiful restaurant of 
vegetarian food to take away in 
Barcelona. A space decorated 
with a lot of taste and style.  
Shall we go in?

Le Biotiful Pot was created a 
year ago, when Chloé met Katie, 
her friend and colleague in this 
project, and from the word 
go they knew they wanted to 
do something together. They 
define their style as simple, 
comfortable and very practical. 
Just like using quality, organic 
and seasonal ingredients, it also 

made sense for them to choose 
noble, natural and sustainable 
materials for their new space. 

Their favourite materials are 
marble, wood and cement. 

The Aya solid wood table is 
a must for their kitchen. For 
Chloé and Katie it’s essential to 
have a good wooden board for 
chopping, cutting or presenting 
their dishes.  

If we talk about colours, we see 
that they also play a great role in 
decoration. They opt for colours 
that convey calm. The new Zain 
green bowl is 100% ceramic and 
has a design of irregular shapes. 
Mint green is a colour that 
combines perfectly with white 
tones and natural products, 
so they couldn’t have chosen a 
better option. 

The furniture surrounding you 
is also very important, as there 

is nothing better than sitting 
comfortably to enjoy a good 
meal. For their space, they were 
very clear that the furniture 
had to be made of wood and 
combined with light colours. 
The Nolite stool has a simple 
design and rounded shapes. Its 
mustard upholstery provides 
the elegance they are looking for. 
Here you have a clear example of 
“less is more”. 
The Tressia chair, made from 
solid rubber wood, has been 
chosen to surround the table. 
They have also dared to combine 
different models of chairs: the 
Tressia chair and the Nina chair 
is the perfect match for this 
space. When Chloé saw the Nina 
chair, she knew it had to be in Le 
Biotiful Pot. For her, this is the 
best piece. 

If you liked the décor and 
furniture that they have chosen 
for this project, here’s the 
selection to inspire you.
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Seat at 
your table 

The new collection of kitchen accessories comes 
with full force to show you the pieces that are 
going to be at the foreground of your kitchen.  
To make your table look like the ones  
in restaurants, you’ll need our designs. 
 
Glass dinnerware and glasses are a classic, 
available in different colours, choose the ones 
you like and combine them as you want. We’ll 
leave the final touches to our brand new 
placemats and napkins, we have a perfect 
match for every style.

Kitchen

Sheli glass - 5€ Rori jug - 15€ Samay 4-napkin set - 22€ Crisps 16-piece cutlery set - 39€ 

Nausica jug - 19€
Large Naussica glass - 5€
Nausica flat plate - 9€

Small Yida glass - 5€
Yida dessert plate - 6€
Samay 4-individual place mat set - 25€

Rori glass - 5€
Large Yida glass - 5€

Keili glass - 5€
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Accesorios cool
Cocina

Zain irregular bowl - 8€
Vreni flat plate - 9€
Beige Vreni cup with plate - 3€

Did you know that we have a 100% ceramic 
collection? Decorate your table with this 
selection and bring it to the spotlight. In 
addition, every piece is unique thanks to the 
manual enameling. As they say, small details 
make a big difference.

Chopping boards have become a kitchen must. 
Go a step further serving your plates with 
the acacia wood serving boards. If you pay 
attention to details, this is your collection.
 

If eating is one of life’s great pleasures, why not 
do it in style? Choose one of our sets, between 
the different finishes, and pair them with the 
matching salad, cake and full cutlery set. From 
now on, your best recipes will be accompanied 
by the best of styles. 

Odile cup - 4€ 

Khee 2-piece cutlery set - 29€ 

Odaia tray - 15€ 

Odile irregular bowl - 8€ 

Odile dessert plate - 9€
Samay 4-napkin set - 22€ 

Salma serving board - 15€
Samay 4-individual  
place mat set - 25€

More in: KaveHome.com/Kitchen-Accessories
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Kave Stories
What began as a small shop selling mattresses 
and sofa beds has become, 37 years later, an 
international project that reaches more than  
75 countries. And this only happens when you  
do things with passion. 
 
 We know that details are everything, and that’s 
why we closely monitor the entire design process 
for every product. Our goal? To bring quality 
design to the whole world with impeccable 
service.

FURNITUREVICTIM And then there were three! Our first store 
opening was in Barcelona, the second one in 
Vigo, and the third in Madrid. And we’re still 
working non-stop, soon we’ll be announcing a 
new opening in Malaga. All of our stores have 
a Mediterranean concept, blending green and 
natural surroundings with elements of the 
brand itself.

Mediterranean
Soul

Francesc Julià, founder of the brand, 
believes in dedication, precision  
and caring about design, quality 
and manufacturing systems. 

Values that are present in our team 
here at Kave Home and our partners.
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#KaveStyle
We will help you choose the trendiest  

furniture and decor for your home.

You can ask for advice on one, two, three rooms  
or your entire home. It’s up to you!

Only in 

Kave Stores 
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#KaveHome

FOLLOW US

Don’t
be shy!
Get inspired with the homes of our #KaveCrew.

Share

Scan this pincode with the Pinterest app  
and discover all our boards.

@jessmodasic @celcuervo @lamodeaixoise

@leshomesjolies

@robysushi

@nadiapoolen

@lescolonnesdesarah

@villameliefste@dounedeco @raquel22.b

SAYONARA 
BABY!

Are you going to miss us? Don’t worry! We can keep talking 
by chat, phone or Whatsapp. It’s up to you. We have such 

a personalised service that we will even give you some 
recipes for your celebrations at home this spring.
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900 897 980   ·   client@kavehome.com
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SS20, chairs, Spring,
outdoor, sofas, Summer,
natural, tables, cushions,
garden, wood, décor, 
handmade, terracotta.

Barcelona Store

Mon-Sat: 10am to 9pm
diagonal@kavehome.com
Avinguda Diagonal, 488
08006 Barcelona

 Vigo Store

 Mon-Sat: 10am to 9pm
 vigo@kavehome.com
 Rúa de Rosalía de Castro, 16
 36201 Vigo

Madrid Store

 Mon-Sat: 10am to 9pm
 Sun: 12pm to 8pm
 hermosilla@kavehome.com
 Calle Hermosilla, 13
 28001 Madrid

See you 
later alligator!




